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As a textile artist, I'm impressed and intrigued by the many beautiful Coptic textiles preserved in
the historic record. Unfortunately, I am not so impressed by the efforts of SCA re-enactors1 that
I’ve seen thus far to produce the proto-typical Coptic tunic:

Basic types of Coptic tunics showing vertical stripes called clavi and other embellishments.2

1

In Tournaments Illuminated, Issue 107, “Coptic Tunics” recommends tablet-woven trim as a substitute – which to
my admittedly picky eye doesn’t resemble the artifacts.
2
Various Coptic tunic design schemes, Carroll, pg. 40.

SCA makers frequently opt to apply machine-made trim as clavi, hembands, rondels, etc. when
making these costumes. Some embroider these motifs, and others paint them on. The original
artifacts use mostly woven-in embellishment, and the difference in appearance is obvious.
Although a few elements of the preserved tunics are applied, such as the cuff on the sleeve below,
most are integrally woven-in. Compare the difference, even on a historic artifact. The sleeveband
below3 is woven in, versus the applied cuff trim.

Particularly in this common scenario, wool embellishment on a linen tunic, even a carefully chosen
separate trim made of the same materials will look 'sewn on'; compare the cuff to the sleeveband.
Compounding the appearance problem is the frequent issue with variation of stretch in the base
fabric and the trim, which usually creates a ruffling in the base fabric against the firmer trim. I
really wanted to find a way to integrate the Coptic embellishment to the fabric structure; a way
that would be achievable in a practical, repeatable fashion to me or others, as a modern reenactor willing to undertake some significant handwork, but not weave the entire tunic from
scratch.

3

Pritchard, Fig 1.6.

ALTERNATIVE CHOICES (introducing more complexity):

Why not weave the entire tunic from scratch? First, I'm a novice weaver, and so is nearly
everyone else. Second, I don't have the space for a large floor loom, and neither does nearly
everyone else. Third, the Copts seem to have woven their tunics in one piece4, i.e., the body and
sleeves in one piece, “to shape”, and that requires a weaving partner, and an even larger loom.

Weaving “to shape”: diagram of tunic woven sleeve first, then body with neck slit, then sleeve5

4

Later Coptic tunics are made in three pieces, putting a seam at the waist tuck frequently seen in the one piece
tunics. This would allow weaving on a one-man loom, and promises a viable future opportunity to weave a tunic
from scratch.
5
Carroll, pg. 38.

Two-person loom6
Egyptians industrialized their fabric production very early, so the notion of having two people
whose everyday job was to weave linen or wool, then stop and tapestry weave embellishment,
then pick up the linen/wool warp shuttles again for the field fabric is understandable from that
context7. We have Egyptian linens 9 feet wide8. Clothing Culture gives further evidence of this in
the "faces" clavi9, where the tapestry woven "faces" on the front of the tunic, one half of the
loom, are clearly the work of one style, whereas the partner's work on the back of the tunic looks
distinctly different.

6

New Kingdom vertical looms, tomb drawing c. 1425 BC, Carroll, pg 18.
Pritchard, pg 45, note 4.
8
Barber. pg 196.
9
Pritchard, pg 70.
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TEXTILE RECONSTRUCTION METHOD:

Since the labor economy of modern re-enactors is so different from the Copts as to prevent the
acquiring of a weaving partner (except under remarkable circumstances, which I have not been so
fortunate to find), I decided that perhaps a re-enactor might achieve a more convincing end
product by using the mechanical production of linen yardage to her benefit; deconstructing that
yardage where appropriate for desired embellishments by pulling designated weft threads; then
filling the empty warp with tapestry-woven designs, after historical motifs.
This entry is a test of method only. In future, I intend to attempt a full garment with
reconstructed tapestry-woven embellishment, but I felt it was prudent to try a few designs first, to
see
o just how difficult or time-consuming the embellishment was; and
o to allow 'surprise' aspects to emerge during the process.

WHAT TO TEST:
Clothing Culture provides many enlarged, high-resolution photographs to examine. I chose
several particular fragments based on what each one could teach me.
SAMPLE 1 – T.8361. Fig 4.36(c) Clothing Culture.

Original weaving, wool

Recreation of lower stripe set, wool on linen
I chose this sample as the simplest of stripes. It shows how narrow a contrast line can be (just two
threads), and is a good sample to teach people who have never woven tapestry before the basic
concepts.

SAMPLE 2 - T.1968.321, Fig 3.2, Clothing Culture

(sample area boxed in green)

(The blue border is my addition.)
This sample is actually the first that I tried. I chose it because its design seemed simple enough to
test my concept, it uses both linen and wool, as I hope my future garment will, and it has curves,
so I could learn how difficult curvilinear forms are in contrast to straight lines. Frances Pritchard
has helpfully provided thread count and twist also, so that a detailed and scaled comparison may
be made between the artifact and my reconstruction.
This sample shows where I learned about changing the weaving proportion from 1:1 of the ground
fabric’s tabby or plainweave to a 1:3 proportion – each weft row goes under and over 3 threads at
once. One of the leaves shows that merely reconstructing a 1:1 tabby weave on every warp
thread will not allow the colored weft threads to fully cover the warp threads. I also tried a

thicker thread – that doesn’t work either. On closer examination of the photographs, one can see
that the Coptic weavers shifted proportion on their weavings also, to an approximate 1:3
proportion.
SAMPLE 3 – T.1994.130. Fig 4.25(c) Detail of a knee ornament, Clothing Culture.

I chose this sample because I was curious to try a ‘floating’ embellishment, and I do think the
general method I landed on is successful, though clearly I need more practice with multicolor
rows. I severed the weft threads that I wanted to remove down the center, and wove them into
each side of the ground fabric, exposing warp to be woven on.

However, on
enlarging the image
for this paper, I think
that the patch above
has warp threads
that are stitched in
somehow, which
would make sense, if
the weaver was
leaving a pause in the
weaving of the
ground fabric.

SAMPLE 4 – T.1994-29. Fig 4-18, Clothing Culture

I’m working on this sample in an attempt to understand better the more complex figures, those
which have no continuous or straight lines. The incomplete sample shows the guide drawing
transferred onto the warp threads.

METHOD SUMMARY:
1. Select fabric. I chose linen bought as yardage from www.fabrics-store.com; they list it as WEIGHT.
I measure its thread count as XXwarp/YYweft/cm. (Is this similar to artifact? Make judgement.) I
cut a sample of the linen to fit a handy embroidery hoop, though a larger square embroidery
frame, or a quilting frame would also work. I did not prewash the fabric, as I wanted to use the
sizing and pressed character of the linen to help me in my work.
2. Estimate width of design and pull those threads designated "extra warp". Reserve threads for
future use in design!!!
3. Secure the fabric in the working frame. (See photo of Sample 3.) I use a smallish embroidery
hoop. Even stapling a larger work to a picture frame would do, as long as tension was maintained
on the threads. However, re-stapling might prove cumbersome.
4. Transfer design. I laid the threads on a drawing, and used an ink pen to transfer markings to guide
my reproduction of the necessary shapes. I have found no evidence of how the Copts did this, but
imagine that skill in 'drawing' with thread would be developed if one did this sort of work every
day over a lifetime.
5. Weave threads according to design. I found that using a 1:3 over-under technique worked very
well to provide coverage. Also the 1:3 ratio allows some shapes to use a partial unit of 3 warp
threads, which produced a smoothness of curve. Finally, the 1:3 ratio does seem to be similar to
what I can see in Pritchard's photograph, above.
Tactics for achieving various geometries are going to vary, but here are the tips I gathered from
learning these particular design (Samples 1 & 2).
a. If there is an 'organizing element' such as the wavy line down the middle, begin with that,
and lay in the surrounding area afterwards.
b. If the design is composite, begin in the center of the 'stripe' and work outwards. Don't strip
all your threads at once; pull out only the center ones first, then when that stripe is filled in,
pull more threads for the next piece.
c. Curves take much longer than straight areas, perhaps three-times as long.

CONCLUSIONS:
I don't expect the recreation of Coptic textiles in this way to sweep the Society in popularity; even
though this method doesn't require a giant loom and a weaving partner, it's still very timeconsuming; the simplest stripe (SAMPLE 1) took four hours to produce one 4” section.
However, the overall effect is, to my admittedly picky eye at least, very much improved upon the
'apply trim' method', and I'll be doing more of it. My estimation of the Egyptian textile industry
and the Copts' skills in particular has gone up immeasurably.

APPENDIX:
Further descriptions of the samples, a summary:
SAMPLE 1 – Simple stripe
Ground fabric: Red linen, 18weft/13warp threads per cm
Embellishing threads: JaegerSpun 2/24 SuperLamb (100% Superwash Merino Wool) from Ursula’s
Alcove (www.ursulasalcove.com), 2 S-ply.
Width of finished design: 16 mm
SAMPLE 2 - 1st trial of method.
Ground fabric: Unbleached linen, www.fabrics-store.com, 7.1 oz weight, 12weft/16warp threads
per cm.
Replaced with same linen threads, and same SuperLamb wool.
Width of finished design: 27 mm
SAMPLE 3 – Floating patch
Bleached linen, www.fabrics-store.com, 2.7oz weight, 20/22 threads per cm.
Pulled approximately 46 threads.
Replaced with same linen threads, and same SuperLamb wool.
Size of finished design: 23 mm x 21 mm
SAMPLE 4 – Incomplete floral
Ground fabric: Unbleached linen, www.fabrics-store.com, 7.1 oz weight, 12weft/16warp threads
per cm.
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